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Scope of work of the Feng Shui consultation 

- Analysis of the external environment and the location of the house and, if necessary, 
recommendations for optimisation. 

- Analysis of the building and the flat. 

- Ensuring the harmonious flow of energy inside the flat. 

- Ensuring that positive energy remains in the living space. 

- Analysis and recommendations of which cures in the living space would be beneficial to the 
occupants' goals. 

Note:  Please never stop medical treatment because of Feng Shui corrections. 
 In case of health problems, always consult a doctor. 
 Feng Shui corrections are intended as a supplement to necessary medical   
 treatments, but never as a substitute for them! 
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Objectives and expectations of Jennifer and Alex in 
order of  their priority 

#1 Supporting the couple's cohesion 

Supporting the couple's cohesion and optimising the energetic balance for both of them.  
(Since moving into the flat 2 years ago, there have been frequent arguments between Jennifer 
and Alex. This was hardly the case in their 5-year relationship before they moved in). 

#2 Support to find better ways of interaction and communication in the partnership. 

Energetically optimise the respective areas that correspond with the two co-habitants and 
ensure that these areas are supplied with harmonious and sufficient energy. 
(Jennifer often feels attacked over trivialities, while Alex feels misunderstood and rejected by 
Jennifer). 

#3 Supporting the careers and being more assertive with higher-ups. 

Energetically optimisation the respective areas that correspond with career, reputation and 
authority to ensure that these areas are supplied with harmonious and sufficient energy. 
(The couple feels that things are stagnating for both of them in terms of career. 
While Jennifer complains about work-load and lack of recognition from her superiors, for 
Alex is more concerned about the type of projects that are not tailored to his competencies and 
thus the successes in his job do not stand up to the high demands of his company). 

#4 Support for Jennifer to overcome her fatigue and lack of drive. 

Supportive measures which are assigned to the areas of self-confidence, partnership and 
productive energy. 
(Jenifer is often exhausted and unmotivated.) 
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Analysis of the location and the extended 
surroundings 

The rental flat is located on the 13th floor of a former large dairy (Toni Areal) in the mixed-use 
area of Zurich's industrial district, District 5. 

While the lower part of the building houses the Zurich School of Art (ZHDK) and the school of 
Applied Sciences, the (ZHAW), the 11th to 22nd floors have been converted into flats.  

This combination gives the building an inspiring and lively energy, which can certainly be seen 
as positive. 

The front of the building faces the main road and the neighbouring train yard. The site slopes 
gently between the road and the tracks until, after a residential neighbourhood, Zurich's local 
mountain rises about 2 - 3 km away. 
Immediately in front of the building is a small forecourt and to the left is a crossroads. This 
constellation is ideal from a Feng Shui point of view to collect activating energy for the 
inhabitant.  

From the viewpoint of the flat, there is a hotel/residential building on the right, which is 
approximately the same height as the Toni building. 
This constellation is also ideal from a Feng Shui point of view. And is considered as favourable 
for relationship and wellbeing. 

To the left of our apartment building we find a well-travelled road and then a plain with rather 
low industrial buildings.  

At the back there are several rows of houses, all much lower than the building of the Toni area. 
Only after nearly 500 metres of level terrain, does a larger hill rise.  

Since, according to the teachings of Feng Shui, the ideal constellation we are looking for is a so-
called "arm-chair situation" (backrest, armrests, free space in front), in the case of the Toni Area 
we are missing the "backrest" (reference to security and stability themes) in the form of a nearby 
hill and the left "armrest" (reference to carrier themes) in the form of a nearby hill or a larger 
building.  

From a Feng Shui point of view, this is a formal deficiency, but it can be corrected well inside the 
flat. 
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Analysis of the building 

We enter the building from the back, the north area of the house, through a bright and large 
glass door that opens to the north-east and leads to three voluminous elevators that ensure 
good energy distribution to the interior of the house. 
The energy reaching the house from the north area stands for prosperity and success in 
business, for the near future.  

Basically, this house can be described as good from a Feng Shui point of view! 
Nevertheless, it is advisable to make the following corrections, not least with regard to 
the above-mentioned objectives. 
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Notes: 
- Please make all corrections with the appropriate intention.  
(e.g. #5 "I am making this correction to divert the rugged celestial energy coming from the north 
in the years 2021 and 2022”). 

- Please find the places where the corresponding corrections are to be applied on the floor-plan 
under the corresponding numbers (# 1-4 or * 5-7) 

- Please set corrections as listed. The lower the number, the higher the priority. 

- If possible and as a reinforcement and acceleration of the effects, you can try to take the 
indicated times into account. But don't worry if this is not possible! In the worst case, the effect 
will occur a little later. 

Objectives and expectations according to the list of Jennifer & Alex marked with a # 
additional corrections & suggestions of the consultant marked with a * 
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Corrections to Jennifer and Alex's goals and 
expectations in order of priority. 

#1a  
Supporting the couple's cohesion and optimising the energetic balance 

The exact centre of the home is in the wall between the bedroom and living room. 
The centre stands and symbolises the relationship and family cohesion. To give Jennifer and 
Alex the desired support, we symbolically move the centre away from the wall and declare a 
place often used by both of them as a substitute centre. 

Correction 
"Declare" in the living room with the appropriate intention the dining table near the centre of 
the flat as "substitute centre". 

Time of correction  
Friday, 20 August 2021, at 7h, 17h, 19h or 21h  
Saturday, 28 August 2021, at 9h, 13h or 23h  
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#1b  
Supporting the couple's cohesion and optimising the energetic balance 

In the bedroom, where one half of the centre is to be found, there is also an opportunity to 
support the general well-being and support the couple’s cohesion. Firstly, we ensure that the 
comprehensive and protective form of the sleeping situation is guaranteed; secondly, we try to 
ensure positive and calm energy.  
  

Correction 
Put an opaque curtain along the length of the bed at the window to the Loggia. This should be 
kept closed the most of the time, especially while sleeping. Please close it at least 6 hours in 
advance before going to bed.  
Put a round metal bowl approximately 15 cm in diameter on the bedside table on the left side 
(when lying in the bed). This help ensure favourable energy as well. 

Time of correction  
Friday, 20 August 2021, at 7h, 9h, 13h or 23h 
Saturday, 28 August 2021, at 7h, 9h, 13h or 23h 

#2  
Support to find better ways of interaction and communication in the partnership. 

In the North East we have a very good energy that is conducive to well-beeng and interpersonal 
relationships, however this could have additional support within the home. 

This correction should be beneficial for Jennifer and Alex's relationship. Stability, being 
grounded and loyalty can find support in this area. This correction can also gives the couple the 
sufficient and harmonious energy to find better ways of interaction.  

Correction 
Place place a large stone approximately 25 cm or more in diameter in the area of NE-1 where 
marked on the floor-plan.   

Time of correction 
Saturday, 18 September 2021, at 13h or 19h  
Friday, 1 October 2021, 11h, 13h or 19h 
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#3a  
Supporting the careers 
Looking out of the window front, which stretches across the entire width of the flat, the 
wonderful location of this flat becomes apparent. Combined with the very prosperous energy in 
terms of business and general, material success, this is a very positive feature. However, as a 
small flaw we find on the top right, on the roof, a window cleaning crane which slightly dampens 
this view and its synergy with the general positive energy in this area.  

Since the inhabitants have the feeling that things are stagnating for both of them in terms of 
career we would also like to address this detail. 

Correction 
In order to provide the home with harmonious and sufficient energy which is beneficial for 
reputation and career for both, Jennifer and Alex, it is recommended to 
place plants between the place where they often stay and the crane in the south and south-east. 
In the south-west area, opaque curtains help.  
Complementary, place amethyst groups (the tips pointing upwards) in the size of a hand on the 
window sill  in a line between the places where Jeniffer and Alex often stay and the crane. 

Time of correction  
This correction should be made at any time but also as soon as it is possible for you. 

#3b  
Supporting the career and being more assertive with higher-ups 

Jennifer 

In the South East we find Jennifer's office. Here we want to strengthen Jennifer's resilience and 
offer her support and energetic headroom when she has to justify herself in a disagreement. 
Optimism and success in business are also favoured in this area.  
This correction also helps Jennifer have more energy to handle the workload in her job. 

Correction 
Place a green potted plant about 1m high or higher with rounded leafs in the SE-1 area.  

Time of correction 
Saturday, 28 August 2021, on 7h, 11h, 21h or 23h  
Friday, 20 August 2021, on 7h, 11h, 21h or 23h 
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#3c  
Supporting the careers and being more assertive with higher-ups 
and support  general well-being 

Alex 

Likewise in the entrance area, which leads the good energy prospering for the near future, we 
can get additional support for Alex, which assists his general well-being, and also has more 
energy available to be able to act more relaxed and with more understanding in the relationship 
with Jennifer. It also helps Alex to release possible stuck mindsets which allow him to see 
potential solutions regarding his career. 

Correction 
If we intend to set these metal figures mentioned in correction *5, that will suffice as a correction 
her for this objective. 
(please do not forget the intention in this case either! "This metal figure helps Alex to improve 
his general well-being. It also helps him to free himself from established ways of looking at 
things and thus to react more flexibly to opportunities that arise in his work. in the relationship, it 
helps Alex to deal with disagreements with Jennifer in a more relaxed way.”).  

Alternatively or in addition, place the metal element in the form of: 6 coins in a metal bowl near 
the door. 

Time of correction 
Saturday, 18 September 2021, at 13h or 19h                       
Friday, 1 October 2021, at 11h, 13h or 19h 

#4  
Support for Jennifer to overcome her fatigue and lack of drive. 

Supportive measures which are assigned to the areas of self-confidence, partnership and 
productive energy. 
(Jenifer is often exhausted and unmotivated.)  

Correction 
Place a glass bowl with always fresh water, (about 1 liter or more) in the SE-1 area. 

Time of correction 
Saturday, 28 August 2021, on 7h, 11h, 21h or 23h  
Friday, 20 August 2021, on 7h, 11h, 21h or 23h 
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Additional corrections beneficial to Jennifer and 
Alex's, recommended by the consultant. 

*5 
On the 13th floor, at the flat door, we find the same situation as at the house entrance. 
Here, however, it is advisable optimise the celestial energy coming from the north in the years 
2021 and 2022. This helps both, Jennifer and Alex to master tasks in life more easy and calm in 
general.  this correction is to divert the rugged celestial energy coming from the north in the 
years 2021 and 2022  

Correction 
In 2021 place a small metal rat figure near the door or on the door frame. 
In 2022 place a small metal pig figure near the door or on the door frame. 

Time of Correction 
Saturday, 18 September 2021, at 11h, 13h or 19h                       
Friday, 1 October 2021, at 11h, 13h or 19h 

Alternatively, one can accept that in the next two years one will experience some 
"headwinds" in life, understand this as a life task for the year 21 and 22 and try to grow from it.  
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*6 
An energetic feature of this building is a latent restless underlying energy. To address this the 
following adjustment is recommended.  

Correction  
Try to calm this restless energy with plants, curtains, carpets and rather high furniture. Much of 
this should already be present as a correction in the other areas. 
The flat should be in general cosy, warm furnished and comfortable rather than puristic and cold 
to ensure a balance between moving, restless and calm energy. 

Time of Correction 
This recommendation is not time specific and should generally be kept in mind. 

*7 
Set the direction of the work tables of Jennifer and Alex in the direction as shown in the plan. 
This is a correction that will only become noticeable in the long term and will be supportive 
furthermore for prosperity, luck and success in the career.  

Time of Correction 
This recommendation is not time specific. 
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Summary, brief reference to the recommended 
corrections 

#1a. Supporting the couple's cohesion 
"Declare" with the appropriate intention the dining table near the centre as "substitute centre". 
Time of correction  
Friday, 20 August 2021, at 7h, 17h, 19h or 21h or Saturday, 28 August 2021, at 9h, 13h or 23h 

#1b. Supporting the couple's cohesion 
Put an opaque curtain along the length of the bed at the window to the Loggia. This should be kept 
closed the most of the time, especially while sleeping. Please close it at least 6 hours in advance before 
going to bed.  
Put a round metal bowl approximately 15 cm in diameter on the bedside table on the left side (when lying 
in the bed). This help ensure favourable energy as well. 
Time of correction  
Friday, 20 August 2021, at 7h, 9h, 13h or 23h or Saturday, 28 August 2021, at 7h, 9h, 13h or 23h 

#2. Support to find better ways of interaction and communication in the partnership. 
Place place a large stone approximately 25 cm or more in diameter in the area of NE-1 where marked on 
the floor-plan.  
Time of correction 
Saturday, 18 September 2021, at 13h or 19h or Friday, 1 October 2021, 11h, 13h or 19h 

#3a For general positive energy and the careers 
Place plants between the place where you often stay and the crane in the south and south-east. 
In the south-west area, opaque curtains help.  
Alternatively and / or complementary, place amethyst groups on the window sill. 
Time of correction 
This correction should be made first and as soon as it is possible for you. 

#3b. Supporting the carers and being more assertive with higher-ups. Jennifer 
Place a green potted plant about 1m high or higher with rounded leafs in the SE-1 area.  
Time of correction 
Saturday, 28 August 2021, on 7h, 11h, 21h or 23h or Friday, 20 August 2021, on 7h, 11h, 21h or 23h 
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#3c. Supporting the carers and being more assertive with higher-ups. Alex 
If we have set these metal figures mentioned in #5, that will suffice as a correction. 

Alternatively or in addition, place the metal element in the form of: 6 coins in a metal vessel near the door. 
Time of correction 
Saturday, 18 September 2021, at 13h or 19h  or Friday, 1 October 2021, at 11h, 13h or 19h 

#4. Support for Jennifer to overcome her fatigue and lack of drive. 
Place a glass bowl with always fresh water, (about 1 liter or more) in the SE-1 area. 
Time of correction 
Saturday, 28 August 2021, on 7h, 11h, 21h or 23h or Friday, 20 August 2021, on 7h, 11h, 21h or 23h 

*5 Helps both, Jennifer and Alex to master tasks in life more easy and calm in general.  
In 2021 place a small metal rat figure near the door or on the door frame. 
In 2022 place a small metal pig figure near the door or on the door frame. 
Time of Correction 
Saturday, 18 September 2021, at 11h, 13h or 19h or Friday, 1 October 2021, at 11h, 13h or 19h 

Alternatively, one can accept that in the next two years one will experience some 
"headwinds" in life, understand this as a life task for the year 21 and 22 and try to grow from it.  

*6 Calm restless general energy.  
Try to calm this with plants, curtains, carpets and rather high furniture. Much of this should already be 
present as a correction in the other areas. 
The flat should be cosy, warm and comfortable rather than puristic and cold to ensure a balance between 
movement and resting energy. 
Time of Correction 
This recommendation is not time specific and should generally be kept in mind. 

*7 
Set the direction of the work tables of Jennifer and Alex in the direction as shown in the plan. 
This is a correction that will only become noticeable in the long term. It is supportive furthermore for 
prosperity, luck and success in the career. 
Time of Correction 
This recommendation is not time specific. 
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